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Present law allows a deduction on state individual income tax returns for 100% of the excess amount of federal itemized
deductions over the federal standard deduction.

Proposed law maintains a 100% excess federal itemized deduction, but disallows the inclusion of state income or general
sales taxes paid in the computation of total federal itemized deductions for the purposes of computing the state excess
federal itemized deduction. Applicable to tax years beginning on and after January 1, 2018.

The Dept. of Revenue will likely incur minor costs to incorporate the change in this deduction. Additional resources may be
required by the department dependent upon the cumulative amount of changes enacted in the session.

Recent federal tax law, in part, nearly doubles the standard deduction, as well as caps the sum of state & local income, sales
taxes, and property taxes that can be included in itemized deductions at $10,000. These changes significantly reduce the
total amount of excess federal itemized deduction at the state level. This bill then disallows the inclusion of state income or
general sales taxes paid in the computation of total federal itemized deductions for the purposes of computing the excess
federal itemized deduction on state tax returns.

Based on a micro-simulation model of the state personal income tax maintained by the Legislative Fiscal Office, processing
2016 tax year return data modified to incorporate recent federal tax law changes that are effective for the 2018 tax year,
the excess federal itemized deduction change proposed by the bill results in an increase in aggregate income tax liabilities of
resident tax filers of some $70 million. However, this estimate seems high in light of other estimates of excess itemized
deduction changes with less associated uncertainty. In addition, while this model simulates several thousand average returns
over numerous income ranges within in a number of filer subsets, it does not compute all returns individually and has limited
capacity to incorporate federal law changes. Re-computations of 2015 and 2016 returns by the Dept. of Revenue under the
conditions of this bill, and incorporating the recent federal tax law changes, results in aggregate liability increases ranging
from $22 million to $36 million, depending on the utilization of federal income tax data. The Dept. can calculate all returns
individually and has more federal data capacity but, in both cases, various assumptions and calculations external to the
models still have to be utilized to complete estimates.
        There is considerable uncertainty associated with estimates of state tax changes in light of the significant effects
expected from recently enacted federal law changes that affect state tax liability calculations. Specific dollar estimates of
state tax law changes are highly uncertain until state tax returns actually reflect the federal law changes. This uncertainty is
reflected in the materially different estimates generated by the two efforts discussed above, and within the range of
estimates generated by the Dept. Consequently, a Dept. generated estimate of nearly $25 million, based on 2016 returns
and federal income tax data is recommended for fiscal note purposes. This estimate seems reasonable in that state income
tax or sales tax are relatively small shares of total itemized deductions (19% and 1.3% respectively), and are part of a
capped maximum at the federal level.

REVENUE EXPLANATION

EXPENDITURE EXPLANATION

Reduces the amount of the individual income tax deduction for excess federal itemized personal deductions (Item #20)
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